I Brief description

Light sensor
Switch operating mode selection
Indicator of Wi-Fi mode
Switching indicator/bumping (reset) of the filter
Dust sensor

Mode indicator

AUTO: according to quality of air in the room, automatically switches an operating mode
Purification: noise reduction, creates favorable conditions for a dream
High-speed mode: high-speed work, high-speed purification of air
Air quality / indicator indicating the need to replace the filter

Impeller
Panel to extract the filter cartridge

I Usage

Correct placement of the Air Purifier
For good purification of air, when using the device it is necessary to establish it at a certain distance from walls to prevent preventing an input of air in the air cleaner
Recommended distance to walls:
30cm and more
15cm and more
25cm and more

Switch operating mode selection
Press the button for inclusion, fast change of the mode. When pressing and keeping the button during 2 seconds, the device is switched off

Mode indicator
It is used green and orange colors for the notice of quality of air in the room

I Preparation to work

power cable extraction
Open the back panel, on the left side to be packing, open it and get a power cable

filter set-up
Unblock the filter, then extract
Cut a filter package
Install the filter, block it. After that close the panel

power connection
Connect a cable to the socket of power supply of the air purifier which is in the lower part of the device. After that connect device to power cable.

I Usage

Switching the indicator
Press the button on the air cleaner back, for shutdown indicators. Press any button for turning on indicators.

I Maintenance

Replacement of the filter
It is necessary to change the filter time in 34 months. The filter should be changed every time at turning on of the air cleaner, lights up the red indicator and shines within 36 seconds

buy a filter at
www.xiaomi-mi.com
setup a filter
To watch additional information in the section "Installation", step

installation of a mobile application
In Mi store find application «Mi Smart House» or scan the QR-code

Attention: if phone isn't connected to the air cleaner
Please follow the operation "Maintenance" - "Reset WiFi"
### Usage and maintenance

**Cleaning the sensor of dust**

If the indicator specifies that there was an error of quality of air, open the back panel of the sensor and vacuum it. Perhaps he was filled with dust.

**Cleaning the impeller**

Turn counter-clockwise the top lattice of impeller and turn off it. Turn off a lid to get the lower impeller and to clean it.

Note: Rotate the impeller clockwise in order to tighten it.

Before will execute the above actions, be convinced that you switched off the device and disconnected it from power.

**Cleaning of box for the filter**

For good purification of air and its ventilation, it is possible to vacuum air vents and all walls from dust, or use a soft rag, slightly to wipe them.

**Reset WiFi settings**

After connection of phone to the air cleaner, press the buttons "operating mode choice" and the "switching of the indicator" button and hold them within 5 seconds. After you hear beeps, it will mean that dropping of the WiFi settings is successfully complete.

Before will execute the above actions, be convinced that you switched off the device and disconnected it from power.

### Main information

**Name**

- Mi Air Purifier

**It is recommended to place on a surface**

28m²~48m² Attention: According to new state standards on "Air Purifier".

**Model**

- Size: Rated power
- Rating voltage: Rated voltage
- Weight: Weight
- Connect to WIFI: Connect to WIFI
- Frequency: Rated frequency
- CARD performance: Power cable

This device is certified by model number: CMIIT ID: Module No. 2911-0904056

### Existence of toxic and harmful substances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>Hg</th>
<th>Pb</th>
<th>As</th>
<th>Cd</th>
<th>FeB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External panel</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuit board</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional components</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

O: toxic and harmful substances in all accessories of this device to contain in quantity below limit value SJ/T11363-2006 «Requirements of Restriction Existence of Toxic and Harmful Agents in Goods» agrees.

X: means existence of toxic and harmful substances at least in one of in accessories of this device in the quantity exceeding limit value according to SJ/T11363-2006 «Requirements of Restriction Existence of Toxic and Harmful Agents in Goods».

### Special instructions

**Transportation:**
- When transporting, it is necessary to switch off the device and to disconnect it from food
- Put the device sideways and fix it that it didn’t shiver, didn’t fall or didn’t break.

**Setting:**
- Before turning on the device be convinced that the impeller or the back panel of the air cleaner are established
- Openings for an air input in the device have to is at distance 20sm and more from walls

**Power supply:**
- Don’t twist, don’t bend a food cable, differently farewell the cable can remain bared or absolutely break.
- At food switching off/inclusion, don’t pull a food cable
- Please, don’t connect a food cable to the improper socket
- Please, don’t connect cables of power supply of other devices in one socket with the air cleaner

**Power cable:**
- It is necessary to connect the corresponding additional cable of food in the socket
- Use only a cable of food of firm Mi, it isn’t necessary to use cables of food of other brands
- Before breaking to technical care of the air cleaner or before its movement, disconnect a food cable from the socket

**Restrictions in use:**
- don’t overturn, don’t establish on an unstable surface
- don’t install the device in rooms with the increased temperature and the increased humidity

**List of malfunctions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms of the problem</th>
<th>The device doesn't turn on</th>
<th>Strong noise during inclusion</th>
<th>Bad purification of air</th>
<th>The indicator indicates an error of quality of air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Designation causes:</td>
<td>Check, whether the impeller of the fan completely is closed; Whether the back panel for the filter is correctly installed; Whether the food cable is correctly connected</td>
<td>Check, whether the filter is installed; Check, whether the filter package is removed</td>
<td>Check, whether the filter is correctly established and blocked</td>
<td>Check, perhaps, the sensor is damaged with dust</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**In a usage time:**
- At emergence of an unusual sound, specific smell, the increased temperature or at detection of failure in work of impeller, it is necessary to switch off the device at once;
- It is impossible to implant fingers or other things into openings for an entrance and an air outlet
- Place the air cleaner far away from hair, fabrics, etc. to avoid their hit in openings for an entrance and an air outlet
- You don’t sit down, don’t lean and don’t install the device under an inclination
- When using the device together with others (furnace) warming devices, provide good ventilation of air, for avoiding of poisoning with carbon monoxide